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Voice ass is tants  such as  Google Home are gaining traction. Image credit: Google

 
By BRIELLE JAEKEL

Artificial intelligence has the potential to transform the travel industry as the technology becomes more
sophisticated and consumer interest in voice assistants continues to increase.

As detailed in a report from EyeForTravel, travel's place in voice assistance is currently small, but the potential is
substantial. From January to October 2017, Amazon's Alexa saw an increase of more than 18,000 skills added, which
shows that voice tech is growing and the ability to easily assist consumers' travel needs, hands free, makes it a
potential game changer for the industry.

"One of the key takeaways from the research is that there is clearly an appetite for voice interactions," said Alex
Hadwick, head of research at EyeForTravel, London. "The number of connected devices per person is rising
globally, the growth in smart speakers is enormous and there appears to be strong growth in voice interactions via
smartphones.

"This is pushing the leading players to triple digit year-on-year increases in users," he said. "Speaking from the
perspective of the travel industry, Amazon is the forerunner so far."

Assisting with travel
Travel brands saw a significant boom during the rise of Google, in which these brands would sponsor ads on the
search engine and saw effective results. However, after seeing the success of its  sponsored search results, Google
quickly inflated its costs per ad.

This is likely what will happen with voice assistants in the future. As devices such as Amazon Echo and Google
Home become more popular with consumers and "skills" become more effective, development costs may swell as
well.
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By 2022, households will have an average of 50 connect devices. Image credit: Alexa

The potential is  there for travel to flourish on voice assistants, but the technology is not there yet. When it comes to
searching through voice, the experience can be cumbersome as results are not meant to be read aloud.

As developers continue to work on these devices, the experience will become more convenient and sophisticated.

Travel brands saw significant potential from chatbots in the last few years, helping consumers book travel, answer
inquiries and usher in sales. Voice search could potentially be what is next on the horizon for travel.

HotelPlanner, London's Heathrow Airport, Trainline and Edwardian Hotels are a few travel brands learning to
leverage voice assistants to usher in bookings and connect with consumers.

Booking platform HotelPlanner is developing skills for Amazon's Alexa and its own AI assistant named Jessica.
HotelPlanner's CEO advised EyeForTravel that developers should not make their Alexa skills overly broad because
users will start to ask it too much, become unsatisfied and leave bad reviews.

Heathrow Airport is  developing a way for users to check on flight statuses through Alexa and potentially extend into
bookings for flights and taxi services.

Heathrow airport is  looking to Amazon Echo. Image credit: Heathrow

One major fallback the voice assistant industry has to overcome is consumers' feeling silly talking to a speaker. Not
many users feel comfortable speaking to voice assistants in public, which has caused Heathrow to scrap its idea of
putting AI speakers in its airport.

Experiences such as Trainline's application on Google Home that lets users ask a range of questions regarding train
travel and receive real-time updates are likely where the industry is going. Consumers are able to quickly interact
when they probably have bags or suitcases in their hands while on the way out.

Edwardian Hotels is striking out on its own and has brought voice capabilities to its butler service. The hotel brand is
also looking into the idea of having AI-enabled speakers in each of its rooms.

Industries on Alexa
It is  not just travel that has the potential to harness the voice assistant.

For instance, personal care group Coty Inc. is predicting a shift in the luxury market and opening a door for beauty
brands to enter the untapped potential of artificial intelligence and voice control.
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Coty has undergone an about face with Amazon, embracing a partnership with the recent foe in hopes to bring
beauty tutorials into the future. Many experts believe that AI assistants such as Amazon's Alexa will be vital going
forward, which Coty is anticipating with its new skill (see more).

Mot Hennessy USA also developed a "Bottles and Bubbles" skill for Amazon's virtual assistant Alexa to educate
consumers about Champagne at home.

A number of brands and retailers have created skills for Amazon Alexa as a way to tap into the artificial intelligence
trend by curating digital-enabled experiences. Mot Hennessy, the spirits division of luxury goods group LVMH, has
been boosting its digital touchpoints recently as discovery and purchases are now more apt to happen via an
electronic device (see more).

"Hotels are already deploying Alexa as a concierge, largely with positive results, although it is  still at an early
experimentation phase," EyeForTravel's Mr. Hadwick said. "Voice in the travel industry will largely remain as on-site
help in the near future, such as a hotel concierge or an aid at an airport help desk.

"It is  a lot easier to program a system to do a simple room service request than it is  to organize your holiday," he
said. "There just isn't the contextual capability in the AI yet to get meaningful results for the travel research phase
from voice alone.

"Meanwhile, Apple runs the danger of falling behind in the voice race as Siri has been neglected by developers and
they are not collecting data on the same industrial scale as Google."
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